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Dinner in the Land of Oz
May 30th, 2007

I have just eaten the most fabulous dinner ever.

French chef Paul Pairet, celebrity chef of Shanghai, conjures his magic at Jade on 36 in the Shangri la
Hotel, known for its spectacular view of the modern version of OZ, Shanghai. www.shangrila.com/shanghai/pudongshangrila/restaurants/en/index.aspx
I am quite happy as you can see, because I have officially given up dieting! I have also given up private trainers
at 50 euros a pop ($65.00). Why? Because in whatever years I have left, I just want to eat everything that I did
not eat for the last 45 years. My dieting epiphany came during dinner at Jade on 36 in Pudong, China. (For
those of who do not know where Pudong is, it’s actually part of Shanghai, but sits across the river.)
Perfection. I am a restaurant recluse, living in fear of what horrible next night I might have at my own expense,
as often in my home town of Manhattan, the service leaves a lot to be desired. Tables are stacked on top of
each other, noise is unbearable, and you need an encyclopedia to understand the ridiculous descriptions on the
menu. That’s if you can get in. Soon, the menu will tell us where the pots and pans were made, and what time
the chickens laid their eggs. Pre-dawn eggs certainly would certainly warrant a $25.00 price tag, don’t you think?
But then I went to Jade on 36 and realized I am not crazy - this is what great dining should be like. It
should be an experience that is fondly remembered. The staff is so sweet and beautiful that you want to
hire them as your own personal assistants. Each delicious plate delicious unique, and so very creative,
and begs to be photographed…… all amazing. And Chef Paul is so cute! Oh la la. Every course is prepared
like a dessert and the desserts, which have always been my favorite, are prepared like nothing you ever
imagined.
XXX
Beverly
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